
T.V. Production 3, 4, 5, 6. - (WMTV) SEVEN Grade Requirements 

        Mr. D. Roach- Instructor/Producer 

 

1. Be PROFESSIONAL both ON and OFF the air. WMTV students are all “judged” to a 

higher standard than other students. EVERY LBHS student, teacher, and 

administrator watches and “critiques” our show, and ultimately YOUR behavior at 

some point. You were HAND PICKED by Mr. Roach because of your 

trustworthiness. 

 

To be a part of the WMTV News Team is a privilege… NOT a right. This privilege 

can be easily REVOKED. Don’t ever do anything that would embarrass 

yourself or our program. You could be dismissed from this class, and we 

could LOSE our airtime. 

  

Remember... “TRUST- takes a lifetime to build, and only a second to destroy.”  

 

2. Don’t be tardy to class! We face a deadline EVERYDAY! The instructor will input tardy 

offenses into the FOCUS online gradebook and automatic referrals, detentions, and 

other consequences will be generated. 

 

3.  Take it upon YOURSELF to learn MORE about all aspects of the TV Production 

industry. Read about, and experiment with new designs, effects and techniques. 

(Use Final Cut Pro X, Adobe Premiere Pro, periodicals like Computer Videomaker 

Magazine, as well as other Internet sources to expand your technical knowledge and 

skill.) 

 

4. Perform your assigned job during each one-week rotation to your utmost ability. Missing 

deadlines or poor performance will result in loss of grade points. If you have a 

subordinate position you will comply with instructions from a position of greater 

authority, such as the Director or Team Captain. Be a TEAM player! 

 



5. Your grade in this class is based upon your performance. Everyone begins each Quarter 

with a ‘D’ average. You must produce and edit THREE (3) Individual 4 X 3 News 

“Feature packages” per quarter to qualify to raise your grade to an ‘A.’   

Grade deductions or “strikes,” for poor performance may also affect your grade, and will 

generally result in a deduction of 4 percentage points from your nine weeks grade 

per strike. Do your assigned job, do it correctly, and do NOT miss deadlines!  

  

3 Strikes = 1 letter grade off, on your report card. 

 

Major, flagrant, or repeated poor performance occurrences could result in larger 

point deductions or immediate & permanent removal from the class.  

 

6. “Strikes” or point deductions from your grade may “possibly” be reinstated by doing extra 

E.N.G. projects, videotaping of Sr. Video events or by taping & editing sports or club 

footage after school. The instructor will be the sole party responsible for determining 

if the extra project is worthy of reinstating the deducted points.  

  

7. Midterm and Final exams may contain both written and “practical” sections, requiring you 

to physically perform many aspects of TV Production and Editing, as well as 

answering multiple choice, fill-in, and essay questions. 

 

 

 

 

 

WMTV NEWS TEAM 

CONTRACT 
 



 

 

 

 

 

I, (print student name)________________________________ have read and understand the 

SEVEN Grade Requirements for the WMTV News Class. (TV Production 3, 4, 5, 6.) 

 

I intend to adhere to these rules, responsibilities, and requirements to the best of my ability, 

and understand that my failure to comply could result in loss of grade points, credit,  

and/or possible removal from the class. 

 

 

 

 Signed-__________________________________________    Date-_________ 

 

 

 

 

Parental/Guardian- Understanding release: 

 

I understand that my son or daughter has responsibilities, requirements, and standards in 

the WMTV News Class (TV Production 3, 4, 5, 6), that are above and beyond those 

of ordinary classes. I have read and understand the SEVEN Grade Requirements for 

the WMTV News Class. 

  

I further understand that they could lose grade points, credit, and/or be removed from the 

class for not upholding those responsibilities, requirements, and standards, or exhibit 

behavior which is inappropriate or detrimental to the Television Production program 

at Lemon Bay High School. 

 

 

 



Signed-__________________________________________    Date-_________ 

 

   


